Culture & Society Workshop
Winter Quarter 2021

Thursdays, 3:30 PM to 5 PM, Zoom Meetings

1/14  Emilio Lehoucq
“The Diffusion of Machine Learning Across American Corporations and Federal State Agencies since the Mid 1980s”

1/21  Onur Özgöde (Harvard) & Margarita Rayzberg (Cornell)
“COVID Imaginaries: A Comparative Analysis of Political and Economic Translations of a Public Health Crisis in the US, Germany, and China”

1/28  Varvara Kobyshcha (University of Helsinki)
“How Does Art Shape Migration Experience? A Case of Migrant Artists in Russia”

2/4    Anna Michelson
“Boundaries Around the Genre: Defining Romance Fiction”

2/11  Erik Lovell
“Learning Sexuality Through Regulation: Social Services as Sexual Fields”

2/18  Nicholas Bascuñan-Wiley
“Eating Apart Together: Online Foodways in a Time of Social Distancing”

2/25  Emily Handsman
“The Educational Is Political: How Suburban Teachers and Administrators Navigate Contentious Politics in School”

3/4    Carlo Rotella (Boston College)
“The World Is Always Coming to an End: Pulling Together and Apart in a Chicago Neighborhood”

The Culture and Society Workshop is an interdisciplinary workshop for advanced graduate students (third-year and above) and faculty whose research involves the connections between culture and society. New members are always welcome! For more information, please contact:

Student Coordinators:
Emilio Lehoucq
Philip Jun Fang
cultureworkshop@gmail.com

Faculty Director:
Wendy Griswold
w-griswold@northwestern.edu

Department of Sociology